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Kswab

Radio Personality at Instinct Radio,
Chief executive officer at OnFiya
Music Group. "OMG" Llc and
Owner-operator at Onfiya Music
CONTACTS: ONFIYA MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT
EMAIL ADDRESS: onfiyamusic@gmail.com
Youtube.com/kswabdafunk

Iamkswab.wix.com/kswab4life
Instagram.com/kswab4life

Twitter.com/kswabdafunk

Enter the world of K-SWAB, where everything is music. This
young professional has
consistently been making major moves on the underground
music scene. Poised to take the
Entertainment world by storm with his high energy style of rap,
K-SWAB combines Hip Hop and
Reggae into an extremely explosive and individual style.
Raised by his mother, in Far Rockaway Queens, he was a
first-hand witness to the rugged,
hardscrabble life on the streets of New York. K-SWAB began to
focus his energy on doing the right thing after seeing his share
of calamity and pitfalls of peeps making the wrong decisions.
He then focused on music and as the style and time
progressed, began to see his life as a way to inspire others to
change.
K-SWAB brings a clear and positive message, which further
adds to the universal appeal of his art
form. Mastering the art of moving the crowd, he has opened for
the likes of Tupac Shakur, Ole Dirty Bastard (ODB), Mobb
Deep, Biz Markie, Heather B, Lost Boyz, Wu Tang Clan, Suns
Of Man, Killer Army, and Born Jamericans to name a few. With
a list of hi-caliber performances and a legitimate fan base, this
project is packed with that heavyweight punch which promises
to invade all premises and provide for major profit. This
unpredictable handyman holds forum as a complete entertainer
with all the tools to get the job done.
With numerous musical influences and respect for many artist
that have risen to the pinnacle of the entertainment business,
K-SWAB's goal is to make music that makes people move there
feet
but also shape their minds. Keep both your eyes and ears open
and listen to the streets because this Kool Smooth Wicked
Artistic Brother (K-SWAB) is not to be forgotten. In his own
words he aims to "give the people what they haven't had
before."
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Founder at I'm Going Live Entertainment
ATLS HOTTEST HIP HOP MALE ARTIST NOMINEE GO TO
ATLHOTTEST.COM GO AND VOTE YOUNG CHASA
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Dancehall Artist/Songwriter/Entrepreneur

Born and raised in Montego Bay Jamaica

Beme Mystique
aka
Gangsta Diva

@BemeMystique
Aka Microphone Reapa is
a force to be reckoned
with. Not only does she
go hard, but she makes it
seem so easy.
Clever, but sometimes
raunchy lyrics toppedoff
with a powerful delivery
and lingering melodies
leaves listeners
captivated....
"I was raised in a musical
environment. nce I got to
like age 6yrs/7yrs it was a
done deal. I knew I was
born for this...to make
music. Now music is
me...I am music."
The Mobay Gangsta Diva
Migrated to th USA in
1999 and by 2008/2009
her real musical journey
began. By 2012 she had
two awards under her
belt...dominating the
Atlanta Reggae Scene as
the Hottest Caribbean
Artist, and has been
collecting awards
since....with a total of six
nominations and five
award wins.
@BemeMystique
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In 2012 she released her
first mixtape titled
"Saltwater Kool-Aid"
Her latest release is her
debut EP "My Days"
available online.
The Diva is also a
fashionista and is
currently working on her
Clothing Line.
She has shared the stage
with Icons Like Mega
Banton, Turbulence, Lady
Saw, Junior Reid, Serani
to name a few.
"And I don't intend to stop
there," claims The Mic
Reapa.
"I still have nuff more mics
fi reap and stages to slay.
So don't blink, you just
might miss it."
When asked how she
thinks people view her
and her music she
replied..
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@BemeMystique
"However they want. They
either gonna love it or
hate it. I write from my
heart...from my being..it's
real..and that defines me."
And when it comes to
versatility, she's got it.
Versatile and original...her
music speaks of love,
pain, heartbreak,
worthless bwoys, garrison
life, God, and marijuana.
She's unbelievably shy
with a rude girl swag
accompanied by a laid
back attitude, which
leaves an air of mystery
around her and leaves
you with no doubt that
what you see is what you
get.
IG...BemeMystique
FB. Beme Mystique
Twitter.Beme_Mystique
SnapChat...Beme
Mystique
Youtube... Beme
Mystique
"MY DAYS" THE EP
available on Amazon
iTunes Spotify

wgunstudios@yahoo.com

www.wgunradio.net
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@WGUNradio

Chief executive officer at
Santobes SOUL FOOD BAR,
Owner at muzik shack and
Booking Manager at Jam Pony
Express
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CEO & Founder at Black Ice 45 Music Group LLC

Suthern J A.K.A Da Dirty south monster. When it comes to the southwest
of GA you can name a lot of underground artist. But know one is put it
down like Suthern J.Daryl Jones A.K.A Suthern J representing for Dawson
GA has been rapping since he was 12years old. But has been into music
every since he was five years old. What mostly inspired him was his dad
Curtis Jones A.K.A the might groucho a local DJ in the 80's. His dad
showed him how to play different types of instruments at a early age. But
the last instrument he showed him how to play was the keyboard.And with
the combination of rapping and making beats you get Suthern J. Jones his
been doing his thing in his home studio for years. The name of the home
label is Blackice 45 entertainment.
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Singer��Rapper

Raveen Wit Da Dreads
For Booking Email:

BellusDiamondsMGMT@gmail.com

From The World Of
Wrestling And
Entertainment

Kiera Hogan

@hoganknowsbest18
22 Years Old Fast Rising Professional
Wrestler Kiera Hogan A.K.A Girl On
Fire Has Started To Be The Lady Of
Wrestling To Keep Your Eyes On
Coming Out Of The South Keep Your
Open She Has a Great Career A Head
Of Her!

Georgia 2016 Women's
Wrestler Of The Year
2017 Became New
WSU Spirit Champion
WPN Ep. 020 - Priscilla Kelly vs Kiera Hogan (The 1st
Official Match Link Blow)

m.youtube.com/watch?feature
=youtu.be&v=x8s3m8Sl_6s

For serious business inquiries:
kierahoganbusiness@yahoo.com

#GirlOnFire
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